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1

ADD "access programs relating to facility work program" - In order for the inmate to maintain
the computer system that allows Handbook/ Movies/Infomational broadcast over thier TV's 15-16 double check with Matt Nault
Language Added
Caroline Marsh

2

If the offender dos not sign the acknowledgement form during intake and later wished to
participate in education, will the teacher have the inmate sign the form as the CSS does not
3-4 always know when the inmate signs up for classes?

If an offender deterimines at a later date that they wish to
access electronic equipement, it is still the responsibility of the
CSS to ensure the form is signed and uploaded to OMS

Dan Hescock

Directive Pg 1.

Suggestion (changes are in bold underline):
DOC may authorize offenders to utilize electronic equipment and access specific files, portals,
and applications. Prior to any electronic equipment usage, offenders shall be made aware of,
and agree to, all rules and limitations imposed by DOC. DOC shall employ IT security
measures to ensure offenders only have access to approved files, portals, programs, or
webpages. Offenders found to be in violation of this policy, or attempting to violate this policy,
shall face disciplinary action and may be denied access to electronic equipment in the future.
20-22

Language around files was added to the guidance document.

Suggestions (changes are in bold underline):
Offenders are prohibited from using any DOC computer or electronic resource to access any
file, program or webpage they are not expressly given permission to access.
Any offender found to be accessing any prohibited files, programs or websites, shall face
disciplinary action which can include suspension of the privilege to access computers or other
electronic resources.
Form

12-16

Added
Maria Godleski

General

In the documents use the language inmate/offender. I assume that this directive applies to both
facility and field and using both will clarify that. The directive uses one and the other when the
location of the person hasn’t changed.
Will review for continuity

